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Abstract. The cross sections for rotational inelastic collisions between atoms and a molecular
anion can be very large, if the anion has a dipole moment. This makes molecular anions very
efficient in cooling atomic gases. We address rotational inelastic collisions of Helium atoms with
the molecular anion C2N

−. Here we present preliminary calculations of the potential energy
surface.
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1. Introduction
Molecular anions can be very efficient in cooling an atomic gas. In this project we

address the rotational inelastic collisions of C2N
− with Helium atoms at very low

temperature

C2N
−(J) +He→C2N

−(J′) +He .

Here J and J′ are the initial and final angular momenta, respectively. The kinetic energy
of the Helium atom is converted into rotational energy of the C2N

− molecule. In an
environment with very low density, the rotational energy of the molecule can be emitted
by radiation. As a consequence the atomic gas is cooled. Such a process can be important
in star forming regions.

It is well known from experiments and theory that C2N
− is a stable molecule (Garand

et al. 2009). It has not yet been found in the interstellar medium. However Millar et al.
(2017) are listing in their recent review all those molecular anions, which have been
identified in the interstellar medium. Among them are nitrogen-containing carbon chains
with an odd number of carbon atoms, like CN−, C3N

−, and C5N
−.

In this paper we are presenting preliminary computations of the potential energy
surface (PES).

2. Computational details and preliminary results
The electronic ground state of C2N

− is X3Σ−. The molecular geometry of C2N
− (linear

with rCC = 1.344 Å and rCN = 1.207Å) has been taken from Garand et al. (2009).
The calculations of the PES are done with the program package MOLPRO 2012

(Werner et al. 2012). For all calculations the internally-contracted multi-reference con-
figuration interaction method (IC-MRCI) (Werner & Knowles 1988, Knowles & Werner
1988, Shamasundar et al. 2011) with the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set (Woon & Dunning 1994)
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Figure 1. Three dimensional plot (left figure) and contour plot (right figure) of the PES of the
system C2N

− and Helium. The coordinates of Helium are given in Bohr. The energies are given
in cm−1.

on all atoms is used. The reference space for the MRCI calculations consists of a complete-
active space by distributing 14 electrons in 15 orbitals. All single and double excitations
from the reference configurations are included in the variational calculation. The effect
of quadruple excitations is estimated by using the Davidson correction.

A scan of the PES of the system is shown in Figure 1. The geometry of C2N
− is kept

fixed. The C2N
− molecule is placed on the symmetry axis. The center of gravity of the

C2N
− molecule is used as the center of coordinate system.

The global minimum is at a distance of around 6.7 Bohr from the center at an angle
of around 80 degrees and has a depth of around 58 cm−1. The PES shows two other
local minima at zero and 180 degrees. These minima are seperated by a barrier of a
few wavenumbers from the global minimum. The tow local minima could be an arte-
fact, caused by the basis set superposition error, and may vanish after taking into
account counterpoise corrections. Such calculations currently in work and the PES will
be prepared for the computation of rotational inelastic cross sections.
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